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Featured in this issue, Nick Galluzzi, shown here living the 

good life in sunny California 1978 and 1996 – and still there. 

His own account follows on page 3. 

A suggestion has been made that we feature more people, and 

we’re all for that, but I must have copy. Yes, everyone wants 

to know about the others, but YOU are someone else’s other. 

Capish? 

Obviously size limits the number that can be included in each 

issue, although that is less of a problem now that we are 

limiting to e-publication. The thing is, there is a limited 

amount of what I consider public domain material – old 

newspaper clips or things published elsewhere – that I can use 

more or less freely (and I’m burning through what I have 

pretty quickly). Beyond that I have to rely on individuals to 

supply their own stories since I do not wish or intend to 

intrude in anyone’s personal space by publishing something 

they may not have wished printed. There is also a matter of 

insuring that what is printed is what is intended by the 

subjects. That way if there are imperfections in the accounts, 

it’s on them and not on me. I would of course be glad to 

receive an account written by a friend or acquaintance, but 

would want to be assured that the subject was OK with it. Post mortem, as with the Ray Cormier story, is 

another matter. 

I have also been asked if I could update people on additions to the Memorium list. This is not easily done in this 

publication because of the lengthy time between issues. Depending on timing, it could mean several months 

before the information was made known. Also, the tenor of this newsletter is intended to be upbeat, and I would 

prefer not to be adding an updated list to each issue. So for those who are compelled to “seek for whom the bell 

tolls” I will refer you to Dick Page’s Class of 1958 web site where the list appears and will be updated as 



needed. As mentioned last issue for viewing the newsletters, that is: www.penbayonline.com/bhs58  - and the 

list is one of the links listed there.  

You will also notice this issue a bit longer as I want to get more of what has been submitted in before submitters 

get thinking their things have been passed over. 

 

This one is somewhat overdue since it has become a source of contention between myself and the submitter 

who believes it was taken at the Ryal Side School (and I concur with that), but he also believes he is in it. Now 

this compels - and allows - me to divulge for practical purposes that the said submitter is Gene Swift (3rd from 

left, front row). I have suggested to him, to his utter disgust with me, that if that’s a Swift, it’s more likely his 

father. My contention is that this is speaking louder for 1928 than 1948. Further ,  I also agree that one of the 

two possible candidates for Wally Pinciaro does resemble  him (whereas the other is more likely have been Joe 

Clemeno, the cobbler,  as a yoot), and there is no one else in the picture that looks like anyone I remember – and 

I wuz there too! Also, the clothes, did I mention the clothes? Need I? Anyone care to venture an opinion (and 

share Gene’s ire)? 

****** 

Marianne (Stratton) Roberts has advised that the BHS Cheerleading squad “invented” hockey cheerleading 

since being the first anywhere to do it on skates. Can any former cheerleaders elaborate on that? 

****** 

 
 
Nick Galluzzi (from page 1): 
Missed the senior year at BHS by going to Chauncy Hall School at my dad's request.  Graduated from 
Rensselaer (RPI) with BS biology.  Went to an engineering school because: 1. Told by Helena Corbett I would 



make a good engineer, 2. Sputnick went up in 1957 and the country was screaming for more engineers, 3. My 
brother and cousin were both engineers. Did not like engineering so drifted into biology. Then went to U of 
Illinois for an MS in biophysics.  Did not care for research and went to med school at Tufts because my brother 
went there.  Trained in pathology at Stanford and U C San Diego and then in dermatolgy at U C San Diego.  
Practiced pathology, then dermatology which I liked. Did Mohs' Micrographic Surgery for skin cancers, 
dermpath (looked at slides) and general derm.  Retired in 1996 to work on wife's mother's house, then returned 
to derm for a large corporation in Northern California for my last five years of work.   
 
During this time my avocation was underwater photography and I became a professional underwater 
photographer. We published a book titled Coral Reef Animals of the Indo Pacific.  One of the photographs on 
the cover is mine.  Dove (in) Mass, CA, Mexico, Philippines, Australia, Solomon Islands, Borneo etc.  Have 
thousands of slides, all scanned into digital format.  Never made any money from photos and even had some 
stolen.  Decided not to go to digital photography even though the digital camera was invented by an RPI 
electrical engineer who unfortunately worked for Kodak, a film company.  When shown the prototype camera 
the CEO's told the engineer to get that thing the ---- out of here. The Japanese companies liked the idea though, 
so we buy our cameras from Nikon and Canon. 
 
More interesting than my history are people I have known.  One day while waiting for my math class at RPI to 
open I spotted Noel Tracy in the lobby.  He was probably on his way to a career in physics.  May have worked 
on the stealth aircraft.  Never saw him again.  (Anyone know anything about him?) Roger Knott also went to 
RPI but I did not know that (then) and never saw him.  My fraternity roommate at RPI, J D Keich, still works 
for Boeing designing warplanes.  He came in second in the US Science Fair in high school by designing and 
doing all the statics and strength of materials on an airplane he and his father built.  He was not a great student 
but was very creative - still working in his seventies.  I worked into my seventies until my back problem took 
me down.  Just now have little or no pain.  My little fraternity brother, Charlie Hutter from Beverly Hills, is a 
physicist and is CEO of a company he started  called Clickbond, which are fasteners that Charlie tells me are 
stronger than rivets. Check u-tube under Charlie Hutter B-29 DOC or Clickbond.  Some guys are refurbishing a 
B-29 and using Clickbond fasteners.  Charlie came to Beverly with me in the 1960's and I made sure he knew 
that Beverly Hills was named after Beverly, Mass. The company also makes parts for Boeing, Airbus, and 
others.  Sixty Minutes did a segment on him and the company.  The company owns a business plane and has 
352 employees.  Another Boeing employee is Ed Monell (shortened from Monelli). He started work with 
Boeing right out of RPI and I am told he is the guy who brings plans for new weapons (eg. the Smart Bomb, a 
Boeing product) to demonstrate them to the pentagon.  Someone said, "You must have to handcuff your 
briefcase to your wrist".  "No, we carry them in shopping bags because it's less obvious." 
 
I am still a Boston sports fan.  A few years ago I bid for an autographed baseball signed by the 1946 Boston Red 
Sox who played in the World Series that year on Ebay and won it.  Dave "Boo" Ferris was the player who got 
the autographs.  I wrote to him, via the Red Sox, for more information, and a few weeks later on a Sunday I got 
a call from him.  That was a real shocker.  My two main questions were: 1. Why is Lefty Grove's name on the 
ball since he retired from the Sox in 1941? and 2. What did the other Red Sox players think of Ted Williams?  
Lefty Grove's signature is on the ball because he just happened to be in the clubhouse before the game. All the 
Red Sox players loved Ted Williams.  He only had trouble with the press or "Knights of the Keyboard" as he 
called them.  Talked with Johnny Pesky who told me that Ted always asked what pitch he hit or struck out 
on.  Pesky would say I don't know, and Ted would say how dumb can you be.  
 
Communicated with Bob Doerr the second baseman for the Sox for a few years until he got really old.  He is 
now 97 and the oldest Baseball Hall of Fame inductee still living.  Talked with Bill Wilder, MD, the doctor 
for the Cleveland Indians when Bob Feller was around.  He was close friends with Feller and John Farrell the 
current Red Sox manager. 
 
One of my close friends was Jim McCausland who unfortunately passed away at the young age of 45 years. His 
motto was "live fast, die young and have a good looking corpse." He did the first two but I don't know about the 
third.  Jim and I did some crazy things when we were young and he was the first person I ever SCUBA- 
dove with. Remain in contact with Rolly (Joe) Jalbert, Don Axelrod, and Ron Tagney, all great guys.   



 
One more story:  My brother N.Paul Galluzzi graduated from Tufts with a BS EE which is why I went to Tufts 
University School of Medicine.  (It will be helpful if you have seen the movie Flash of Genius about the EE 
who invented the interval windshield wiper.)  About 1974, when solid state meant transistors, my brother 
brought me out to the garage and opened the hood on his Buick. On the wheel well he had an aluminum heat 
sink obviously for the transistors inside.  Then he showed me a dial on the dashboard that could control the 
speed of his windshield wipers.  In other words he had designed a circuit for interval wipers.  When many years 
ago I read an article in the LA Times about the EE who had finally won a lawsuit against Ford Motor Co. for 
stealing his idea, I immediately called my brother Paul and asked if he had pursued his idea for interval wipers.  
He told me he contacted GM who told him they had their own design and he dropped further pursuit of the idea.  
He also told me he published his circuit in an electronics magazine which put it in the public domain.  GM was 
probably lying about having their own circuit but he did not go through 30 years of torture in the courts. He did 
tell me that Ford Motor Company called him wanting to know when he published his circuit.  It was about three 
months after the other EE patented his idea.  If he published it before that date Ford would have used that 
against the EE who got credit for the invention.  This will mean a lot more if you see the movie. The inventor 
eventually won $30 million dollars but lost his family during the ordeal.    

Nick Galluzzi 
 

        

Photos from Nick’s collection: Williams kissing bat, Ruth examining bat. Next page: (l to r) Dimaggio, Fox, 

Williams, and Dickey. Lower, Williams and Doerr, left, Williams and Foxx, right. 



 

 



 

                 

                          

A few random images from back in the day that might bring back some 

memories. Football program needs no comment, Briscoe Briefs (Class of 

’56, but I think we had one, 1955), phone book (the teen age bible), and a 

‘50 something postcard view of Ellis Square; note the cop box, and does 

anyone recognize the convertible or occupants?  - or the weekly lockdown 

of the square when the Shoe payroll (in cash) was transported? BHS 

football pin (not certain of vintage on this). Recollections of the item to 

the left will be from those in  the end-of-the-alphabet homeroom at 

Briscoe (302?), but I think also in the cafeteria. I shared one with three 

Williams’s: Barb, Joanna, and Bobby.       

 

 

 

 



This treasured old photo of the Dane Street Church choir contains several members of the class, and I won’t 

spoil the fun by providing the IDs. Below, many of the same years later on a field trip to NYC and Washington, 

DC. (Remember, you can enlarge quite a bit to get a better view.) 

 



Yearbook staff members, Peter, Gerry, 

Henry, and Phyllis (and if you can’t supply 

the last names you probably shouldn’t be 

reading this) hitting on Beverly Co-op Bank 

president Russell Brown for a donation to 

the cause. Beverly Trust Co. also annually 

relied upon as well as the Beverly Savings 

Bank that “Always had time for you and 

temperature, too,” and sponsored the BHS 

football games Saturday afternoons on 

WESX. Community involvement, you can’t 

hardly get that no more. (George Gobel) 

 

 

The Marching Band. Don’t have a complete list on this and some lower class-members included, so it’s difficult 

to ID everyone, but these images can be enlarged to about 400% if it helps. 

Cheerleaders and Baton Squad: 1st row: Ellen Hennessey, 

Nancy Gail Morse, Barbara Anderson (’59), Marianne Stratton, 

Phyliss Albert, Joan Surprenant, Toby Drohan. 2nd Row: 

Sandra Glass, Betsy Black, Pat Teakles. 3rd row: Karen Boe, 

Sandra Lord (’59), Sandra Berkeley, Carol Frost, Diane Frost 

(’59), Carol Iovanna (’60), Joanne Greene, Kathy Healy (’60).  

Identifications by Betsy (Black) Field. 

 

  



 Interior view of “Ralph’s” in Ryal Side (Ralph Parisella, 

older brother of Jake – anyone know anything about him; not 

in yearbook or directory), Ralph shown here shortly after 

becoming the new owner of the former “Keenan’s” variety 

store, Much like similar stores throughout the city, this 

would expand over the years to a full supermarket. Behind 

the wall at left was the Ryal Side branch of the Beverly 

Public Library. 

Ralph’s occupied part of a building on the corner that 

became the local hangout, and I suspect he would have 

preferred we were in Pittsburgh, but things seem to have 

worked out. 

And since I have some space available … 

Some confusion developed regarding our interim announcement about the 50 Year + Breakfast. We were aware 

of a limited mailing to the few likely to attend in order to hold down postage costs, and got the idea that many 

who might be interested were either unaware of the event or did not plan for it since not being notified. Our 

intent was to reach that group. Unbeknownst, the usual mailing (to ’58 attendees) was discontinued by the 

Breakfast Committee (we are not the same) thinking that everyone would have been notified by the email. As a 

result, some who normally would have been notified by mail were left in the air. Eventually it was brought to 

our attention and I think (hope) everything was put right, and no one left out who had planned to be there. We 

did this with a follow up email notice, and some direct contact where it seemed appropriate (and it was in a 

couple of instances). All said, if anyone remains confused about this, please contact me directly. I believe 

reservations can still be made until about the end of the month. The stated deadline applies to the printing of the 

program booklet, so you will not be listed, but name tags are provided. 

Secondly, my system was recently hacked and a lot of people in my address book were sent bogus emails 

designed to suck them in also. I have no way to know how extensive this was, only that I was able to put a stop 

to it from here, but if you did receive something purportedly from me in the last few days, it’s garbage so do not 

open if you have not (delete immediately). Regrettably this may come too late for some and believe me, I feel 

your pain. Hopefully being graduates of BHS (back in the days when an education was an education!) most will 

have recognized the message(s) as phish and reacted appropriately. Unfortunately they have the appearance of 

coming from someone you know – which is how it got by me. If you are in trouble as a result of this, the only 

advice I can offer is to contact your ISP “help” for the steps required to get clear of it. 

Jeff W. 


